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Although the most basic statistical procedures used involve algebraic equations that are solved directly, many
statistical procedures, including common ones such as logistic regression, require iterative algorithms to search
for the best solution. Software packages implement these algorithms with default rules to govern their behavior.
Most of the time, we do not even think about or understand the underlying algorithms, and simply have faith in
the results. But, sometimes the default rules can generate quite erroneous results.
Such a mistake was publicized in the June 14, 2002 issue of the journal Science. A published analysis from the
National Morbidity, Mortality and Air Pollution study resulted in the overestimation of the risks of soot. In this
landmark air pollution study, five years had past before the mistake was detected. Although the policy
implications did not change after the discovery of the mistake, the adjusted estimates were very different and
the mistake invited criticism from those opposed to the policy that had resulted from the first reported estimates.
The title of the Science article blamed the mistake on a software glitch rather than on the users failure to
reassign default settings. The article claims that the erroneous results were due to a problem with the software
application used by the team of very good and very careful researchers. The article warned scientists about
using off-the-shelf statistics software without questioning what's inside.
The air pollution study utilized a generalized additive model implemented in S-Plus, which like all iterative
procedures, searches for an answer, in this case a pollution effect, until the results no longer differ from the
previous one by a certain amount. Since the study dealt with very small values, the so-called software glitch
arose from the inappropriately large default setting of 0.001, causing calculations to terminate prematurely.
How do iterative programs decide when to converge? A variety of convergence criteria options are available,
such as absolute and relative functions involving first or second derivatives, measures of overall fit, or
parameter estimates. Some programs have a default limit on the number of iterations, so the program may stop
before convergence. Typically, default settings can easily be changed via option statements.
Default settings are appropriate for most applications. But, when dealing with unusual circumstances, such as
the fine-scale modeling being carried out in the air pollution study, attention must be paid to the appropriateness
of the convergence criteria when using software programs to analyze data with iterative procedures. Such
procedures include logistic regression, multi-level (i.e., mixed) models, cluster analysis, factor analysis,
generalized additive models, and many others. It is up to the software user to use reasonable settings for their
data and statistical problem because even the best software does not have default settings that are optimal for
every problem.
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